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Background



A world where no one is held back by mental health 
problems
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Prevent
Treat

Stop relapse
Manage ongoing



Anxiety and depression 
in young people 14-24 years old

globally
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“We take anxiety and depression to be loose verbal 
descriptions of constellations of thoughts, feelings and 
behaviours that exist on a continuum and have been 

classified as entities by historical consensus”
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Putting lived experience at the heart of our work
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Kate Martin
Lived Experience and 
Public Engagement Lead

Grace Gatera
Lived Experience Advisor

Rwanda

Josiah Tualamali’l
Lived Experience Advisor

New Zealand

“That this work can help create a space where the next generation of advocates, young mental health researchers and 
young mental health policy makers are able to hone and develop their skills together.”

“Developing a global community of practice for this type of work that would have an impact…for future generations.” 



Active Ingredients
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Launch: introducing active ingredients Jan 2020
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www.linkedin.com/pulse/building-new-approaches-youth-
depression-anxiety-core-wolpert/

By core component, we mean those aspects of any 
intervention most likely to be contributing to making the 
difference, i.e. the “active ingredients”.



Survey February 2020

www.linkedin.com/pulse/core-components-prevent-treat-anxiety-depression-survey-wolpert
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135 people

Most selected for 
prevention

Social connection 
(depression)

Economic and social 
security (anxiety)

Most selected for 
treatment

Learning to deal with 
negative emotions 

and thoughts 
(depression)

Not avoiding feared 
experiences of 
things (anxiety)

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/core-components-prevent-treat-anxiety-depression-survey-wolpert/


First chosen Active Ingredients April - May 2020 

wellcome.org/what-we-do/our-work/mental-health-transforming-research-and-treatments
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https://wellcome.org/what-we-do/our-work/mental-health-transforming-research-and-treatments


From cellular to societal
12

Johannes 
Haushofer
Increased financial 
resource via cash transfer

US and Kenya

Lianne Schmaal
Reduced levels of 
inflammation in the body

Australia

Kamala Easwaran
Engagement with theatre 
or the arts

India

Catherine Harmer
Use of antidepressants

UK



From individual to interpersonal
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Dean Ho
Increased sense of 
mattering

Singapore

Paul Badcock
Improving social 
relationships

Australia

Imogen Bell
Reduced repetitive 
negative thinking

Australia

Faith Orchard
Improved view of self

UK



Learning points for future 
research
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1. Need more detail on:  age, context, what is done

• There is very little research involving 14-24-year-olds. This resulted in many of the commissioned 
teams having to extract findings from studies involving older age groups. 

• There is limited evidence on what works best, for whom, when, and under what circumstances.

• It was hard to search the literature by geographical context or culture or ethnicity or age group.

• Most studies poor on detail on implementation characteristics.

• Lack of differentiation of interventions aimed at prevention, treatment, stopping relapse and 
managing ongoing difficulties.

wellcome.ac.uk  |  @wellcometrust
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2. Need conceptual frameworks to address “jingle jangle” and explore 
potential links

• Some terms seemed very distinct but the measures of them basically measured the same thing e.g. 
hopefulness and goal setting. 

• We found the unexpected, such as links between seemingly diverse active ingredients. e.g.:
 social connection correlated with reduced inflammation
 mechanism for impact of cash transfers may in part be via impact on intimate partner violence
 hopefulness may be enhanced via access to nature or may enhance likelihood of accessing 

nature.

wellcome.ac.uk  |  @wellcometrust
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3. Need to draw on more diverse learning
• Found input from young people very helpful and they are engaged and change way things are 

seen e.g. neighbourhood cohesion includes social online groups organised locally.

• Collaboration and partnerships forming between different teams studying different things. Quote 
from one of the leads: “As a result of Wellcome doing this, people have been more open to sharing 
information”

wellcome.ac.uk  |  @wellcometrust
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4. process may be as important as what is chosen

• Flexibility, personalisation and agency may be important e.g. young people so far consulted report 
that may be important for young people to have agency – so allow opportunities for social 
connection or choosing behavioural activation strategies, rather than forcing/mandating

• The characteristics of active ingredients that young people thought were important to study were 
quite different from those that researchers consider important (e.g. how is it defined, how malleable 
to change). Young people were more concerned with whether it made sense to them, how 
accessible it is, and whether it would work for them.

wellcome.ac.uk  |  @wellcometrust
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Selected Findings
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More bodily movement (Alan Bailey, Australia)

• For young people already experiencing depression, physical activity interventions do seem to 
reduce symptoms. For young people with anxiety, the evidence is less clear.

• Current evidence does not support a particular minimum dose or form of activity. Most important is a 
young person’s preference for what they do, how much they do, and the contexts they do it in.

• Inactive young people may stand to benefit most from activity-based interventions while more active 
young people may encounter ceiling effects in their activity levels, potentially reducing opportunity to 
experience mood/anxiety improvement.
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Increased financial resources via cash transfers (Johannes Haushofer, 
USA & Kenya) 

• Economic transfers appear to be a promising approach to improving youth mental health.

• Although the magnitude of the treatment effect is small, it is consistent and robust.

• Unconditional cash transfers are the most effective poverty reducing programmes for reducing 
depression (other relevant programmes include lotteries and “graduation programmes”).

wellcome.ac.uk  |  @wellcometrust
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Behavioural Activation (Kanika Malik, India)

• Mental health interventions that include behavioural activation as one of their core components or a 
standalone intervention, work well to alleviate depression. The evidence is less clear on whether 
behavioural activation also works for young people experiencing anxiety.

• Interventions with behavioural activation appear to work better in a group format and among non-
clinical participants.

• Young people report using behavioural strategies similar to behavioural activation in their own life to 
cope with depression effectively.

wellcome.ac.uk  |  @wellcometrust
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Better Urban Access to Green Spaces
(Issy Bray, UK)

• There is strong evidence that walking or being in a green space, like a forest or a park, can improve 
mood and reduce feelings of anxiety for young people aged 14-24.

• This may be due to the restorative properties of green spaces. Time away from noise, work, people 
and social media enables young people to notice and appreciate nature, which appears to 
encourage mindfulness and increase resilience to cope with stress.

• Although even short (15-minute) walks in a green space are beneficial, there is some evidence that 
spending time in larger parks is more helpful, and excursions to natural environments outside the 
city also have psychological benefits.

wellcome.ac.uk  |  @wellcometrust
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Conceptual frameworks
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Inter-relationships

wellcome.ac.uk  |  @wellcometrust
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Photo by K8 on Unsplash



wellcome.ac.uk  |  @wellcometrust
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Amy Finlay-Jones

Increased self-
compassion

Australia



Survey July 2020

wellcome.ac.uk  |  @wellcometrust
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Selected proposed missing active ingredients

• Addressing discrimination and marginalisation e.g. racism, homophobia
• Supporting sexual identity development
• Addressing abuse or bullying
• Giving sense of agency
• Fostering sense of purpose e.g. via work or other activities
• Parent/family interventions e.g. improving family support
• Improved school and work contexts that support more connection and psychological support
• Reducing social inequality and increased social justice

wellcome.ac.uk  |  @wellcometrust
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Portfolio approach

• Blue chip are those interventions that have the most evidence and history behind them but no 
spectacularly changes likely e.g. exposure, relaxation, sleep, behavioural activation?

• Emerging are those that are generating excitement in the field but have not been studied so may 
prove dead ends e.g. inflammation, diet

• Bond are those that require government investment and are likely to be slow yields over many years 
e.g. social cohesion initiatives, addressing social inequity
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How young people choose currently

• Young people often said they would rely on peer recommendation for particular active ingredients –
what worked for peers may work for them.

• Young people are wary of efficacy statistics. Possibly because these results are ‘on average’ so 
don’t speak to what will work for them as an individual. Another possibility is that they think all are 
largely effective, but the extent depends on individual factors, choice, and unique combinations of 
AIs. Efficacy is not a passive or static concept - must be constructed as an interaction between the 
person and the ingredient. Could also be because efficacy is rarely measured or presented in 
functional terms.

wellcome.ac.uk  |  @wellcometrust
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Perhaps young people are better scientists that 
the scientists

3
1



Personalised 
recipes

32



Active Ingredients

Draft script: general introduction



Think about your kitchen store cupboard or fridge and the 
ingredients they contain.



Introducing (some of) the active ingredients in the mental 
health store cupboard...



Active 
Ingredients
Finding what 

works for whom 
for youth 

anxiety and 
depression



Some of these ingredients are classic 
ways of treating mental illness.



Some of these items ingredients 
contain different ways of thinking.



Others are activities or practices that 
an individual can take up.



Some need to be activated on 
a societal level by 

governments.



While others are ones that 
we can all play a part in 

“serving”.



Most people have favourite foods. 
Ingredients that, for whatever reason, 
ignite their taste buds, and make you 

feel good.

In the same way, ingredients from the 
mental health store cupboard can be 
chosen based on what works for an 

individual.



Ingredients can be used in 
different ways.

Some may form the basis of 
our diet, while others are best 

used selectively to add 
“seasoning”.



Individuals may have specific 
“dietary requirements” which 
means that some ingredients 

don’t work as well, or 
inappropriate

We all have our own “dietary 
requirements” and not all 
ingredients are suitable for 
everyone, and some can be 
dangerous if used too much.



Some of the ingredients are 
well known favourites. Others 

are new and less well 
researched.

Our state of knowledge is 
really low. Often we’re still 
reaching for “old fashioned” 

ingredients, rather than setting 
out to find new ones.



Recipes can come from a range of experts.



Including those passed down the 
generations, or between friends.



Much like our food tastes, the 
active ingredients that work best 
may change depending on our 

situation: when, where and why 
we are using them.



Key may be that you are 
presented with different 

ingredients from which you can 
make your own recipes.



“The active ingredients approach is novel and an out of the box 
approach. What works for one person, may not work for the other, 

and to understand this, is to begin to understand the roots of 
human mental health. Active Ingredients seek to do this. I firmly 
believe that this approach is part of the future of mental health 

science.”

Grace Gatera Lived Experience Advisor



Agency and Choice

51



www.annafreud.org/on-my-mind/



https://www.annafreud.org/on-my-mind/

institutemh.org.uk/news/657-prescribe-yourself-a-story



@mirandarwolpert
wellcome.org

Thank you
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